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Source: � CN4 
  
Work item code: � OoBTC  Date: � 6/5/2003 
     
Category: � F  Release: � Rel-4 
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Reason for change: � The OoBTC specification defines a default PCM codec (e.g. G711) and 

describes the call scenarios where compressed voice cannot be achieved and 
then default PCM is selected (this codec is used also for TFO cases). It is not 
stated clearly however that in order for this to be achieved the codec must be 
included in the codec list. In order to prevent interworking problems (one 
manufacturer assumes as it is default it does not need to be included) and to 
prevent calls being cleared due to an empty list (protocol error) this issue needs 
to be clarified. Also the default PCM codec should not include codec types that 
cannot support the TrFO/TFO features. The list of PCM codecs defined in ITU 
are not needed by 3GPP PLMNs – for example 56 kb/s codecs should not be 
supported. 
This is an essential correction 
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3 Definitions and abbreviations 

3.1 Definitions 
For the purposes of the present document, the following definition apply: 

Codec: device to encode information from its original representation into an encoded form and to decode encoded 
information into its original representation 

Tandem Free Operation: configuration of a connection with two transcoders that support TFO protocol and whose 
external coding schemes are compatible, thus enabling compressed speech to pass between them 

NOTE 1: When the TFO protocol is not supported by both transcoders or the coding schemes are not compatible 
then normal "Tandem" operation occurs and PCM encoded speech is passed between them. 

Transcoder: device to change the encoding of information from one particular encoding scheme to a different one, 
most commonly to/from a compressed speech algorithm from/to PCM. 

Transcoder Free Operation: configuration of a speech or multimedia call for which no transcoder device is physically 
present in the communication path and hence no control or conversion or other functions can be associated with it 

Out of Band Transcoder Control: capability of a system to negotiate the types of codecs and codec modes on a call 
per call basis through out-of-band signalling, required to establish Transcoder Free Operation. 

Default PCM Codec: network default 64kb/s codec for speech in PCM domain 

NOTE 2: For example ITU G.711 A-law. 

 Transcoding free link (TrFL): bearer link, where compressed voice is being carried between bearer endpoints 

NOTE 3: Within the UMTS network, the compressed voice is transmitted in Iu/ Nb User Plane format, depending 
on the related interface. 

Tandem free link (TFOL): bearer link between transcoders that are operating in Tandem Free Operation mode, i.e. 
bypassing the transcoding functions 

NOTE 4: The involved transcoders can be a UMTS transcoder or a GSM TRAU with TFO functionality. 

Transcoder free operation (TrFO): calls that have no transcoders involved in the connection between the source 
codecs  

NOTE 5: For mobile to mobile calls this is UE to UE, although the connection could be UE to another type of 
terminal. TrFO operation is considered a concatenation of TrFLs between RNCs. 

NOTE 6: In case of mobile to fixed network calls the term "Transcoder free operation" is applicable for the TrFLs 
carrying compressed speech. The TrFO usually ends at the Gateway to the PSTN where the speech is 
transcoded e.g. to G.711.  

Tandem free and Transcoding free operation (TaTrFO): concatenation of "transcoding free links" and "tandem free 
links" 

Iu Framing: framing protocol used for the speech packets on both the Iu User Plane interface and the Nb User Plane 
interface 

NOTE 7: The Iu framing protocol is specified by [4]. 

4.1 OoBTC Requirements 
The OoBTC mechanism shall support the following: 
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- The capability to negotiate the preferred codec type to be used between two end nodes and to avoid the use of 
transcoders in the network at call set-up. 

The originating UE indicates the list of its supported codec types for codec negotiation. This list shall be conveyed to 
the terminating MSC. The terminating UE indicates its list of supported codec types to the terminating MSC. The 
terminating MSC shall convey the selected codec to the originating MSC, which then indicates the selected codec to the 
originating UE. 

Where no compatible codec type can be selected between the UEs then the default PCM coding shall be selected. 
Therefore, the default PCM codec shall always be included in the codec list for OoBTC. The originating MSC shall 
insert a transcoder in the path from the originating UE. Codec selection for the terminating UE is then performed within 
the terminating MSC, independently of the originating MSC. 

NOTE: For a codec type supporting various modes, the described functionality shall also be applicable to 
negotiate the set of codec modes common to originating and terminating UEs. Other negotiations such as 
Initialisation and Rate control are performed at a later point in time by the Iu framing protocol.  

- The capability to control the presence of transcoders in the network after call set-up. 

Where a change to the call state of a transcoder free connection occurs, such that compressed speech cannot be 
maintained, it shall be possible to insert a transcoder or pair of transcoders where needed in the path. If this results in 
change to the encoding of the speech in other nodes then it shall be possible to inform the end points of this segment 
that the speech coding is changed. Such examples where this could occur are: 

- SS interruptions (e.g. A to B call connection becomes to multiparty call connection.) 

- Handover to an incompatible partner. 

- Synchronisation loss 

Where a change in call state as described above is temporary then it shall be possible to return to a transcoder free 
connection by removing the inserted transcoders and informing the endpoints that the connection has resumed to 
compressed speech encoding. 

- The codec types comprise codecs for speech in the first phase of the present document. The transcoder control 
should have enough expandability to support future enhancements of codec types. 

- The transcoder control procedure shall not cause a perceivable time lag in the cases of establishing transcoder 
free connection and reverting to normal (double transcoded) call connection in the cases described above for 
control of the presence of transcoders.  

- The capability to insert transcoder (in cases where a TrFO connection is not possible) at the most appropriate 
location, i.e. to save bandwidth it should be located at the CN edge between an ATM or IP transport network and 
a STM network. When Transcoders are inserted, the OoBTC procedures shall provide support for TFO for 
inband codec negotiation and transmission of compressed speech. 

 When a transport network cannot maintain compressed voice then reversion to the default PCM coding shall 
occur. A transcoder shall be inserted at that point and OoBTC procedures terminated. TrFO link is then 
possible between that point and the preceding nodes. 

 When a Non-TrFO call reaches the UMTS CN then OoBTC procedures are initiated from that point and after 
codec negotiation has been performed, if compressed voice can be supported through the CN then a 
transcoder is inserted at the edge of the CN. 

- The OoBTC signalling procedures shall be supported by the call control protocol on the Nc interface, for 
example codec negotiation, codec modification, codec list modification, codec renegotiation, and codec list re-
negotiation. BICC CS2 (see 3GPP TS 29.205 [6]) supports such a mechanism, through the APM procedures 
defined by [7].  

- The OoBTC signalling procedures shall be supported by the bearer control protocol on the Iu and Nb interfaces, 
for example to increase the bandwidth of the bearer (if needed) in the procedures for the codec modification.  
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describes the call scenarios where compressed voice cannot be achieved and 
then default PCM is selected (this codec is used also for TFO cases). It is not 
stated clearly however that in order for this to be achieved the codec must be 
included in the codec list. In order to prevent interworking problems (one 
manufacturer assumes as it is default it does not need to be included) and to 
prevent calls being cleared due to an empty list (protocol error) this issue needs 
to be clarified. Also the default PCM codec should not include codec types that 
cannot support the TrFO/TFO features. The list of PCM codecs defined in ITU 
are not needed by 3GPP PLMNs – for example 56 kb/s codecs should not be 
supported. 

  
Summary of change: � Default PCM codec shall always be included in the codec list, the default is 

defined already in 23.153 but clarified to be only 64kb/s  -this is all that can be 
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protocol error and shall be discarded. The call shall continue as if no codec list 
were received (BAT compatiblity report returned to preceeding node) – i.e. 
default PCM selected. 
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not approved: 

Interworking problems – calls could fail. 
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3 Definitions and abbreviations 

3.1 Definitions 
For the purposes of the present document, the following definition apply: 

Codec: device to encode information from its original representation into an encoded form and to decode encoded 
information into its original representation 

Tandem Free Operation: configuration of a connection with two transcoders that support TFO protocol and whose 
external coding schemes are compatible, thus enabling compressed speech to pass between them 

NOTE 1: When the TFO protocol is not supported by both transcoders or the coding schemes are not compatible 
then normal "Tandem" operation occurs and PCM encoded speech is passed between them. 

Transcoder: device to change the encoding of information from one particular encoding scheme to a different one, 
most commonly to/from a compressed speech algorithm from/to PCM. 

Transcoder Free Operation: configuration of a speech or multimedia call for which no transcoder device is physically 
present in the communication path and hence no control or conversion or other functions can be associated with it 

Out of Band Transcoder Control: capability of a system to negotiate the types of codecs and codec modes on a call 
per call basis through out-of-band signalling, required to establish Transcoder Free Operation. 

Default PCM Codec: network default 64kb/s codec for speech in PCM domain 

NOTE 2: For example ITU G.711 A-law. 

 Transcoding free link (TrFL): bearer link, where compressed voice is being carried between bearer endpoints 

NOTE 3: Within the UMTS network, the compressed voice is transmitted in Iu/ Nb User Plane format, depending 
on the related interface. 

Tandem free link (TFOL): bearer link between transcoders that are operating in Tandem Free Operation mode, i.e. 
bypassing the transcoding functions 

NOTE 4: The involved transcoders can be a UMTS transcoder or a GSM TRAU with TFO functionality. 

Transcoder free operation (TrFO): calls that have no transcoders involved in the connection between the source 
codecs  

NOTE 5: For mobile to mobile calls this is UE to UE, although the connection could be UE to another type of 
terminal. TrFO operation is considered a concatenation of TrFLs between RNCs. 

NOTE 6: In case of mobile to fixed network calls the term "Transcoder free operation" is applicable for the TrFLs 
carrying compressed speech. The TrFO usually ends at the Gateway to the PSTN where the speech is 
transcoded e.g. to G.711.  

Tandem free and Transcoding free operation (TaTrFO): concatenation of "transcoding free links" and "tandem free 
links" 

Iu Framing: framing protocol used for the speech packets on both the Iu User Plane interface and the Nb User Plane 
interface 

NOTE 7: The Iu framing protocol is specified by [4]. 

4.1 OoBTC Requirements 
The OoBTC mechanism shall support the following: 
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- The capability to negotiate the preferred codec type to be used between two end nodes and to avoid the use of 
transcoders in the network at call set-up. 

The originating UE indicates the list of its supported codec types for codec negotiation. This list shall be conveyed to 
the terminating MSC. The terminating UE indicates its list of supported codec types to the terminating MSC. The 
terminating MSC shall convey the selected codec to the originating MSC, which then indicates the selected codec to the 
originating UE. 

Where no compatible codec type can be selected between the UEs then the default PCM coding shall be selected. 
Therefore, the default PCM codec shall always be included in the codec list for OoBTC. . The originating MSC shall 
insert a transcoder in the path from the originating UE. Codec selection for the terminating UE is then performed within 
the terminating MSC, independently of the originating MSC. 

NOTE: For a codec type supporting various modes, the described functionality shall also be applicable to 
negotiate the set of codec modes common to originating and terminating UEs. Other negotiations such as 
Initialisation and Rate control are performed at a later point in time by the Iu framing protocol.  

- The capability to control the presence of transcoders in the network after call set-up. 

Where a change to the call state of a transcoder free connection occurs, such that compressed speech cannot be 
maintained, it shall be possible to insert a transcoder or pair of transcoders where needed in the path. If this results in 
change to the encoding of the speech in other nodes then it shall be possible to inform the end points of this segment 
that the speech coding is changed. Such examples where this could occur are: 

- SS interruptions (e.g. A to B call connection becomes to multiparty call connection.) 

- Handover to an incompatible partner. 

- Synchronisation loss 

Where a change in call state as described above is temporary then it shall be possible to return to a transcoder free 
connection by removing the inserted transcoders and informing the endpoints that the connection has resumed to 
compressed speech encoding. 

- The codec types comprise codecs for speech in the first phase of the present document. The transcoder control 
should have enough expandability to support future enhancements of codec types. 

- The transcoder control procedure shall not cause a perceivable time lag in the cases of establishing transcoder 
free connection and reverting to normal (double transcoded) call connection in the cases described above for 
control of the presence of transcoders.  

- The capability to insert transcoder (in cases where a TrFO connection is not possible) at the most appropriate 
location, i.e. to save bandwidth it should be located at the CN edge between an ATM or IP transport network and 
a STM network. When Transcoders are inserted, the OoBTC procedures shall provide support for TFO for 
inband codec negotiation and transmission of compressed speech. 

 When a transport network cannot maintain compressed voice then reversion to the default PCM coding shall 
occur. A transcoder shall be inserted at that point and OoBTC procedures terminated. TrFO link is then 
possible between that point and the preceding nodes. 

 When a Non-TrFO call reaches the UMTS CN then OoBTC procedures are initiated from that point and after 
codec negotiation has been performed, if compressed voice can be supported through the CN then a 
transcoder is inserted at the edge of the CN. 

- The OoBTC signalling procedures shall be supported by the call control protocol on the Nc interface, for 
example codec negotiation, codec modification, codec list modification, codec renegotiation, and codec list re-
negotiation. BICC CS2 (see 3GPP TS 29.205 [6]) supports such a mechanism, through the APM procedures 
defined by [7].  

- The OoBTC signalling procedures shall be supported by the bearer control protocol on the Iu and Nb interfaces, 
for example to increase the bandwidth of the bearer (if needed) in the procedures for the codec modification.  
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Although in most cases where CELP codecs are used the DTMF tone is 
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modes some digits may be recognised. Duplication of DTMF digits can occur if 
TrFO links are used between PCM links and OoB digits are added to the PCM 
stream that also contains decoded “ghost” digits from the compressed stream. 
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5.9 DTMF Handling For TrFO Connections 
DTMF from the UE is sent via DTAP procedures out-band. For a TrFO call the Originating MSC shall use an out-band 
DTMF procedure, all CN nodes shall support this procedure in their call control protocol. The out-band DTMF 
procedure shall also be used when TrFO is not achieved in order that TFO is possible. Insertion of DTMF in the PCM 
payload can result in the break of the TFO connection. 

For terminating calls DTMF may need to be received by the core network (for voice-prompted services, voicemail 
control procedures etc). If the DTMF is received out-band then out-band procedures shall be maintained in core 
network.  

If the DTMF is received for a TrFO call from an external network inband, in I.366.2 profile or RTP payload type, then 
the gateway MGW which interworks between Iu Framing and the external framing protocol shall report the DTMF 
tones via H.248 procedures to its server. The server shall then use out-band procedures to pass the DTMF through the 
CN. See Figure 5.9/1. 

The same shall apply if a DTMF tone is received for a TrFO call from an external network inband in a PCM coded 
stream. The DTMF tone shall be detected by the MGW and reported via H.248 procedures to its server. In order to 
prevent duplication of DTMF tones due to subsequent PCM legs in the call, when encoding to compressed codecs the 
detected tones shall not be allowed to continue in the compressed stream; the DTMF Digits shall be deleted by the 
MGW before entering the speech encoding stage. 

The MGW may also optionally pass DTMF inband where such an option exists for the Nb interface, and is supported by 
the proceeding MGW. 

Transcoding to default PCM to send DTMF tones shall be avoided for TrFO connections. 
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5.9 DTMF Handling For TrFO Connections 
DTMF from the UE is sent via DTAP procedures out-band. For a TrFO call the Originating MSC shall use an out-band 
DTMF procedure, all CN nodes shall support this procedure in their call control protocol. The out-band DTMF 
procedure shall also be used when TrFO is not achieved in order that TFO is possible. Insertion of DTMF in the PCM 
payload can result in the break of the TFO connection. 

For terminating calls DTMF may need to be received by the core network (for voice-prompted services, voicemail 
control procedures etc). If the DTMF is received out-band then out-band procedures shall be maintained in core 
network.  

If the DTMF is received for a TrFO call from an external network inband, in I.366.2 profile or RTP payload type, then 
the gateway MGW which interworks between Iu Framing and the external framing protocol shall report the DTMF 
tones via H.248 procedures to its server. The server shall then use out-band procedures to pass the DTMF through the 
CN. See Figure 5.9/1. 

The same shall apply if a DTMF tone is received for a TrFO call from an external network inband in a PCM coded 
stream. The DTMF tone shall be detected by the MGW and reported via H.248 procedures to its server. In order to 
prevent duplication of DTMF tones due to subsequent PCM legs in the call, when encoding to compressed codecs the 
detected tones shall not be allowed to continue in the compressed stream; the DTMF Digits shall be deleted by the 
MGW before entering the speech encoding stage. 

The MGW may also optionally pass DTMF inband where such an option exists for the Nb interface, and is supported by 
the proceeding MGW. 

Transcoding to default PCM to send DTMF tones shall be avoided for TrFO connections. 
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4.1 OoBTC Requirements 
The OoBTC mechanism shall support the following: 

- The capability to negotiate the preferred codec type to be used between two end nodes and to avoid the use of 
transcoders in the network at call set-up. 

The originating UE indicates the list of its supported codec types for codec negotiation. This list shall be conveyed to 
the terminating MSC. The terminating UE indicates its list of supported codec types to the terminating MSC. The 
terminating MSC shall convey the selected codec to the originating MSC, which then indicates the selected codec to the 
originating UE. 

Where no compatible codec type can be selected between the UEs then the default PCM coding shall be selected. The 
originating MSC shall insert a transcoder in the path from the originating UE. Codec selection for the terminating UE is 
then performed within the terminating MSC, independently of the originating MSC. 

NOTE: For a codec type supporting various modes, the described functionality shall also be applicable to 
negotiate the set of codec modes common to originating and terminating UEs. Other negotiations such as 
Initialisation and Rate control are performed at a later point in time by the Iu framing protocol.  

- The capability to control the presence of transcoders in the network after call set-up. 

Where a change to the call state of a transcoder free connection occurs, such that compressed speech cannot be 
maintained, it shall be possible to insert a transcoder or pair of transcoders where needed in the path. If this results in 
change to the encoding of the speech in other nodes then it shall be possible to inform the end points of this segment 
that the speech coding is changed. Such examples where this could occur are: 

- SS interruptions (e.g. A to B call connection becomes to multiparty call connection.) 

- Handover to an incompatible partner. 

- Synchronisation loss 

Where a change in call state as described above is temporary then it shall be possible to return to a transcoder free 
connection by removing the inserted transcoders and informing the endpoints that the connection has resumed to 
compressed speech encoding. 

- The codec types comprise codecs for speech in the first phase of the present document. The transcoder control 
should have enough expandability to support future enhancements of codec types. 

- The transcoder control procedure shall not cause a perceivable time lag in the cases of establishing transcoder 
free connection and reverting to normal (double transcoded) call connection in the cases described above for 
control of the presence of transcoders.  

- The capability to insert transcoder (in cases where a TrFO connection is not possible) at the most appropriate 
location, i.e. to save bandwidth it should be located at the CN edge between an ATM or IP transport network and 
a STM network. When Transcoders are inserted, the OoBTC procedures shall provide support for TFO for 
inband codec negotiation and transmission of compressed speech. 

 When a transport network cannot maintain compressed voice then reversion to the default PCM coding shall 
occur. A transcoder shall be inserted at that point and OoBTC procedures terminated. TrFO link is then 
possible between that point and the preceding nodes. 

 When a Non-TrFO call reaches the UMTS CN then OoBTC procedures are initiated from that point and after 
codec negotiation has been performed, if compressed voice can be supported through the CN then a 
transcoder is inserted at the edge of the CN. 

- The OoBTC signalling procedures shall be supported by the call control protocol on the Nc interface, for 
example codec negotiation, codec modification, codec list modification, codec renegotiation, and codec list re-
negotiation. BICC CS2 (see 3GPP TS 29.205 [6]) supports such a mechanism, through the APM procedures 
defined by [7].  

- If TMR = 3.1Khz Audio is set for incoming calls, this shall be kept if OoBTC is intiated at the edge of the 
PLMN. 
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- For mobile originating calls, TMR=speech shall be used for speech calls with no OoBTC. For other TMR 
values OoBTC shall not be used otherwise. 

- The OoBTC signalling procedures shall be supported by the bearer control protocol on the Iu and Nb interfaces, 
for example to increase the bandwidth of the bearer (if needed) in the procedures for the codec modification.  
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4.1 OoBTC Requirements 
The OoBTC mechanism shall support the following: 

- The capability to negotiate the preferred codec type to be used between two end nodes and to avoid the use of 
transcoders in the network at call set-up. 

The originating UE indicates the list of its supported codec types for codec negotiation. This list shall be conveyed to 
the terminating MSC. The terminating UE indicates its list of supported codec types to the terminating MSC. The 
terminating MSC shall convey the selected codec to the originating MSC, which then indicates the selected codec to the 
originating UE. 

Where no compatible codec type can be selected between the UEs then the default PCM coding shall be selected. The 
originating MSC shall insert a transcoder in the path from the originating UE. Codec selection for the terminating UE is 
then performed within the terminating MSC, independently of the originating MSC. 

NOTE: For a codec type supporting various modes, the described functionality shall also be applicable to 
negotiate the set of codec modes common to originating and terminating UEs. Other negotiations such as 
Initialisation and Rate control are performed at a later point in time by the Iu framing protocol.  

- The capability to control the presence of transcoders in the network after call set-up. 

Where a change to the call state of a transcoder free connection occurs, such that compressed speech cannot be 
maintained, it shall be possible to insert a transcoder or pair of transcoders where needed in the path. If this results in 
change to the encoding of the speech in other nodes then it shall be possible to inform the end points of this segment 
that the speech coding is changed. Such examples where this could occur are: 

- SS interruptions (e.g. A to B call connection becomes to multiparty call connection.) 

- Handover to an incompatible partner. 

- Synchronisation loss 

Where a change in call state as described above is temporary then it shall be possible to return to a transcoder free 
connection by removing the inserted transcoders and informing the endpoints that the connection has resumed to 
compressed speech encoding. 

- The codec types comprise codecs for speech in the first phase of the present document. The transcoder control 
should have enough expandability to support future enhancements of codec types. 

- The transcoder control procedure shall not cause a perceivable time lag in the cases of establishing transcoder 
free connection and reverting to normal (double transcoded) call connection in the cases described above for 
control of the presence of transcoders.  

- The capability to insert transcoder (in cases where a TrFO connection is not possible) at the most appropriate 
location, i.e. to save bandwidth it should be located at the CN edge between an ATM or IP transport network and 
a STM network. When Transcoders are inserted, the OoBTC procedures shall provide support for TFO for 
inband codec negotiation and transmission of compressed speech. 

 When a transport network cannot maintain compressed voice then reversion to the default PCM coding shall 
occur. A transcoder shall be inserted at that point and OoBTC procedures terminated. TrFO link is then 
possible between that point and the preceding nodes. 

 When a Non-TrFO call reaches the UMTS CN then OoBTC procedures are initiated from that point and after 
codec negotiation has been performed, if compressed voice can be supported through the CN then a 
transcoder is inserted at the edge of the CN. 

- The OoBTC signalling procedures shall be supported by the call control protocol on the Nc interface, for 
example codec negotiation, codec modification, codec list modification, codec renegotiation, and codec list re-
negotiation. BICC CS2 (see 3GPP TS 29.205 [6]) supports such a mechanism, through the APM procedures 
defined by [7].  

- If TMR = 3.1Khz Audio is set for incoming calls, this shall be kept if OoBTC is intiated at the edge of the 
PLMN. 
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For mobile originating calls, TMR=speech shall be used for speech calls with OoBTC. For other TMR values 
OoBTC shall not be used. 

- The OoBTC signalling procedures shall be supported by the bearer control protocol on the Iu and Nb interfaces, 
for example to increase the bandwidth of the bearer (if needed) in the procedures for the codec modification.  
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5.8.4 Detailed Procedures For Iu Framing Protocol & Codec Modification 

The IuFP must be initialised sequentially from one end to the other in order to store new RFCIs in each node to allow 
TrFO to resume. The IuFP shall be initialised in the backward direction with respect to the Codec Modification/Modify 
To Selected Codec message as shown in Figure 5.8.4/1. 

 

Server A 

MGW-A 

Server B 

MGW-B 

Reserve Char 

Modify Codec (Selected Codec, Available Codec List) 

Modify Bearer Char 

Confirm_Bearer_Char 

Reserv Char Ack 

IuUP Init [RFCIs] 

Modify Codec 

Successful Codec Mod 

IuUP Init Ack 

IuUP Init [RFCIs] 

IuUP Init Ack 

Successful Codec Modification 

Modify Bearer request 

Modify BearerAck Optionally sent to reduce 
additional bandwidth. 

BNC_Modified 

Modify Bearer request 

Modify BearerAck Optionally sent to 
allocate additional 
bandwidth. BNC_Modified 

 

Figure 5.8.3.4/1: Successful Codec Modification including IuFP 

A MGW receiving a Modify Bearer Characteristics procedure shall be prepared to receive an incoming modify bearer 
procedure, this may be to increase the bandwidth prior to IuUP Initialisation or to reduce the bandwidth after the IuUP 
Intialisation.  If As the new codec indicated in the Modify Bearer Characteristics procedure has different SDU format 
requirementss from the codec that is currently used the MGW shall be prepared to receive an IuUP Initialisation for the 
new codec. If the SDU formats for both the old codec and the new codec are identical then no IuUP initialisation shall 
occur. The MGWs shall be prepared for the new codec type on receipt of the Modify_Bearer_Char procedure. 

 

Each termination receiving a Reserve_Char will initiate bearer level modification to the preceeding node if needed  - i.e. 
if the bandwidth needs to be increased to support the new IuUP. No IuUP initialisation occurs at this point in time. If 
the Codec Modification Request is terminated by a MGW the IuUP init through the core-network is triggered by the 
setting of the 3GUP package property “initialisation direction” to “OUT” in either the Reserve_Char or the 
Confirm_Char procedure; the MGW shall then start the IuUP Initialisation out from that Termination. If the node 
terminating the modification is an RNC then it will generate a new IuUP Initialisation toward its access MGW, each 
Termination shall have the initialisation direction set to “IN”. Each MGW shall in turn acknowledge the IuUP Init to the 
succeeding node (with respect to the modification request) and forward the RFCIs in an IuUP Initialisation to the 
preceding MGW (as for call set-up). After completing the Iu UP initialisation and receiving the“Confirm 
Characteristics” procedure, the MGW may decrease the bandwidth of the corresponding bearer performing the “Modify 
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Bearer” procedure (if needed) - no bearer bandwidth reduction shall be initiated while the UP is still initialised for the 
old codec. If the SDU formats for both the old codec and the new codec are identical then no IuUP initialisation shall 
occur. The MGWs shall be prepared for the new codec type on receipt of the Reserve_Char procedure. 

An example call sequence is shown in Figure 5.8.4/2. 

 

Server A 

MGW-A 

Server B 

MGW-B 

Mid Call Codec Negotiation (New Codecs) 

Modify Bearer Characteristics  (3GUP: interface=CN, Dir=IN, New Codec ) 

Modify To Selected Codec  
(Selected Codec,  

Codec List) 

ReserveBearer Char (3GUP: interface=CN, Dir=IN, New Codec) 

Modify Bearer request 

Successful Codec Modification 

MSC C 

MGW-C 

Reserve Bearer Char 3GUP: 
interface=CN, Dir=IN, New Codec) 

Mid Call Codec Negotiation (New Codecs) 

Modify To Selected Codec (Selected Codec, Codec List) 

Modify Bearer request 

Modify Bearer Characteristics 3GUP: interface=CN, Dir=IN, New Codec) 

RNC 

RAB Assign Modify (NSI=Selected Codec) 

Modify Bearer request 
IuFP Init 

Modify Bearer Characteristics (3GUP: interface=RAN, Dir=OUT,  New Codec) 

IuFP Init Ack 

RAB Assign Modify Rsp 

BNC_Modified 

BNC_Modified 

Far End 
Selects 
Codec 

Successful Codec Modification 

possibly  sent to allocate 
additional bandwidth 

sent to possibly allocate additional 
bandwidth. 

sent to possibly allocate additional bandwidth  

Confirm Bearer Char 3GUP: interface=CN, 
Dir=IN) 

Confirm Char 

RNC-C 

Modify Bearer 

IuFP Init 

IuFP Init Ack 

RAB Assign Modify (NSI=Selected Codec) 

Modify Bearer Characteristics 3GUP: interface=RAN, Dir=IN, New Codec) 

sent to possibly allocate additional bandwidth  

RAB Assign Modify RSP 

IuFP Init 

IuFP Init Ack 

BNC_Modified 

IuFP Init 

IuFP Init Ack 

BNC_Modified 

IuFP Init (RFCI Value Correction) 

IuFP Init Ack 

 

Figure 5.8.4/2: Mid Call Codec Negotiation Call Sequence 

5.8.5 Unsuccessful Codec Modification 

If the Codec Modification is unsuccessful at a certain node in the connection (due to the MGW rejecting a request to 
reserve the resources or a server rejecting the request to modify the codec) the Confirm_Char message shall be sent to a 
termination that previously performed a successful Reserve_Char Procedure to change the bearer back to its original 
bandwidth (if needed) and free up any reserved resources. However as the IuUP has not been modified, the 
Confirm_Char shall not trigger an IuFP re-initialisation. The basic sequence is shown in Figure 5.8.5/1 and a detailed 
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call flow is described in Figure 5.8.5/2. A server that performed a Modify Bearer Characteristics procedure to a 
termination with the new codec shall perform a subsequent Modify Bearer Characteristics procedure to that termination 
with the old codec in the failure case. As no IuFP initialisation occurs in the unsuccessful case the IuFP currently 
intialised will then match the old codec restored by the subsequent Modify Bearer Char; the MGW then knows that it 
can return to TrFO.  If the SDU formats for both the old codec and the new codec are identical then no IuUP 
initialisation would be needed. The MGWs can return to TrFO when the Old Codec is signalled in the subsequent 
Confirm_Char or Modify_Bearer_Char procedure. 

 

The Codec Modification Failure message shall not be returned to a preceding node until notification of the bearer level 
modification (BNC_Modified). 

RAB Assigment Modification Failure 

If the reason for failed codec modification is due to an unsuccessful RAB Modification Request then the MSC shall 
assume that the old RAB is resumed and thus shall restore the old codec.  

 

Server A 

MGW-A 

Server B 

MGW-B 

Reserve Bearer Char (New Codec) 

Modify To Selected Codec (Selected Codec, Available 

Modify Bearer Char 

Confirm Char (old Codec) 

Ack 

Mid Call Codec Negotiation (New Codec List) 

Modify To Codec 

Codec Mod Failure 

BNC_Modified 

 Codec Modification Failure 

Mod Bearer 

Mod Bearer 

BNC_Modified 

Optional 

Optional 

Modify Bearer Char (old Codec) 

 

Figure 5.8.5/1: Unsuccessful Codec Modification 

IuUP Initialisation Unsuccessful 

If the IuUP initialisation fails (this must be due to some protocol error or transmission error because the resources have 
already been successfully reserved) then the UP protocol is cleared by the peers (see TS 25.415) and therefore the 
MGW shall notify the Server with a Bearer_Released notification, the call shall be cleared (normal MGW initiated call 
clearing applies – see TS 23.205 clause 7.4 [8]). 
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5.8.4 Detailed Procedures For Iu Framing Protocol & Codec Modification 

The IuFP must be initialised sequentially from one end to the other in order to store new RFCIs in each node to allow 
TrFO to resume. The IuFP shall be initialised in the backward direction with respect to the Codec Modification/Modify 
To Selected Codec message as shown in Figure 5.8.4/1. 

 

Server A 

MGW-A 

Server B 

MGW-B 

Reserve Char 

Modify Codec (Selected Codec, Available Codec List) 

Modify Bearer Char 

Confirm_Bearer_Char 

Reserv Char Ack 

IuUP Init [RFCIs] 

Modify Codec 

Successful Codec Mod 

IuUP Init Ack 

IuUP Init [RFCIs] 

IuUP Init Ack 

Successful Codec Modification 

Modify Bearer request 

Modify BearerAck Optionally sent to reduce 
additional bandwidth. 

BNC_Modified 

Modify Bearer request 

Modify BearerAck Optionally sent to 
allocate additional 
bandwidth. BNC_Modified 

 

Figure 5.8.3.4/1: Successful Codec Modification including IuFP 

A MGW receiving a Modify Bearer Characteristics procedure shall be prepared to receive an incoming modify bearer 
procedure, this may be to increase the bandwidth prior to IuUP Initialisation or to reduce the bandwidth after the IuUP 
Intialisation.  If As the new codec indicated in the Modify Bearer Characteristics procedure has different SDU format 
requirementss from the codec that is currently used the MGW shall be prepared to receive an IuUP Initialisation for the 
new codec. If the SDU formats for both the old codec and the new codec are identical then no IuUP initialisation shall 
occur. The MGWs shall be prepared for the new codec type on receipt of the Modify_Bearer_Char procedure. 

 

Each termination receiving a Reserve_Char will initiate bearer level modification to the preceeding node if needed  - i.e. 
if the bandwidth needs to be increased to support the new IuUP. No IuUP initialisation occurs at this point in time. If 
the Codec Modification Request is terminated by a MGW the IuUP init through the core-network is triggered by the 
setting of the 3GUP package property “initialisation direction” to “OUT” in either the Reserve_Char or the 
Confirm_Char procedure; the MGW shall then start the IuUP Initialisation out from that Termination. If the node 
terminating the modification is an RNC then it will generate a new IuUP Initialisation toward its access MGW, each 
Termination shall have the initialisation direction set to “IN”. Each MGW shall in turn acknowledge the IuUP Init to the 
succeeding node (with respect to the modification request) and forward the RFCIs in an IuUP Initialisation to the 
preceding MGW (as for call set-up). After completing the Iu UP initialisation and receiving the“Confirm 
Characteristics” procedure, the MGW may decrease the bandwidth of the corresponding bearer performing the “Modify 
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Bearer” procedure (if needed) - no bearer bandwidth reduction shall be initiated while the UP is still initialised for the 
old codec. If the SDU formats for both the old codec and the new codec are identical then no IuUP initialisation shall 
occur. The MGWs shall be prepared for the new codec type on receipt of the Reserve_Char procedure. 

An example call sequence is shown in Figure 5.8.4/2. 

 

Server A 

MGW-A 

Server B 

MGW-B 

Mid Call Codec Negotiation (New Codecs) 

Modify Bearer Characteristics  (3GUP: interface=CN, Dir=IN, New Codec ) 

Modify To Selected Codec  
(Selected Codec,  

Codec List) 

ReserveBearer Char (3GUP: interface=CN, Dir=IN, New Codec) 

Modify Bearer request 

Successful Codec Modification 

MSC C 

MGW-C 

Reserve Bearer Char 3GUP: 
interface=CN, Dir=IN, New Codec) 

Mid Call Codec Negotiation (New Codecs) 

Modify To Selected Codec (Selected Codec, Codec List) 

Modify Bearer request 

Modify Bearer Characteristics 3GUP: interface=CN, Dir=IN, New Codec) 

RNC 

RAB Assign Modify (NSI=Selected Codec) 

Modify Bearer request 
IuFP Init 

Modify Bearer Characteristics (3GUP: interface=RAN, Dir=OUT,  New Codec) 

IuFP Init Ack 

RAB Assign Modify Rsp 

BNC_Modified 

BNC_Modified 

Far End 
Selects 
Codec 

Successful Codec Modification 

possibly  sent to allocate 
additional bandwidth 

sent to possibly allocate additional 
bandwidth. 

sent to possibly allocate additional bandwidth  

Confirm Bearer Char 3GUP: interface=CN, 
Dir=IN) 

Confirm Char 

RNC-C 

Modify Bearer 

IuFP Init 

IuFP Init Ack 

RAB Assign Modify (NSI=Selected Codec) 

Modify Bearer Characteristics 3GUP: interface=RAN, Dir=IN, New Codec) 

sent to possibly allocate additional bandwidth  

RAB Assign Modify RSP 

IuFP Init 

IuFP Init Ack 

BNC_Modified 

IuFP Init 

IuFP Init Ack 

BNC_Modified 

IuFP Init (RFCI Value Correction) 

IuFP Init Ack 

 

Figure 5.8.4/2: Mid Call Codec Negotiation Call Sequence 

5.8.5 Unsuccessful Codec Modification 

If the Codec Modification is unsuccessful at a certain node in the connection (due to the MGW rejecting a request to 
reserve the resources or a server rejecting the request to modify the codec) the Confirm_Char message shall be sent to a 
termination that previously performed a successful Reserve_Char Procedure to change the bearer back to its original 
bandwidth (if needed) and free up any reserved resources. However as the IuUP has not been modified, the 
Confirm_Char shall not trigger an IuFP re-initialisation. The basic sequence is shown in Figure 5.8.5/1 and a detailed 
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call flow is described in Figure 5.8.5/2. A server that performed a Modify Bearer Characteristics procedure to a 
termination with the new codec shall perform a subsequent Modify Bearer Characteristics procedure to that termination 
with the old codec in the failure case. As no IuFP initialisation occurs in the unsuccessful case the IuFP currently 
intialised will then match the old codec restored by the subsequent Modify Bearer Char; the MGW then knows that it 
can return to TrFO.  If the SDU formats for both the old codec and the new codec are identical then no IuUP 
initialisation would be needed. The MGWs can return to TrFO when the Old Codec is signalled in the subsequent 
Confirm_Char or Modify_Bearer_Char procedure. 

 

The Codec Modification Failure message shall not be returned to a preceding node until notification of the bearer level 
modification (BNC_Modified). 

RAB Assigment Modification Failure 

If the reason for failed codec modification is due to an unsuccessful RAB Modification Request then the MSC shall 
assume that the old RAB is resumed and thus shall restore the old codec.  

 

Server A 

MGW-A 

Server B 

MGW-B 

Reserve Bearer Char (New Codec) 

Modify To Selected Codec (Selected Codec, Available 

Modify Bearer Char 

Confirm Char (old Codec) 

Ack 

Mid Call Codec Negotiation (New Codec List) 

Modify To Codec 

Codec Mod Failure 

BNC_Modified 

 Codec Modification Failure 

Mod Bearer 

Mod Bearer 

BNC_Modified 

Optional 

Optional 

Modify Bearer Char (old Codec) 

 

Figure 5.8.5/1: Unsuccessful Codec Modification 

IuUP Initialisation Unsuccessful 

If the IuUP initialisation fails (this must be due to some protocol error or transmission error because the resources have 
already been successfully reserved) then the UP protocol is cleared by the peers (see TS 25.415) and therefore the 
MGW shall notify the Server with a Bearer_Released notification, the call shall be cleared (normal MGW initiated call 
clearing applies – see TS 23.205 clause 7.4 [8]). 
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14.2.36 Modify Bearer Characteristics 

This procedure is the same as that defined in the subclause "Modify Char" in ITU-T Recommendation Q.1950 (see 
3GPP TS 29.205 [7]) with additions as shown below. 

 

Address Information Control information Bearer information 
 If framing protocol used: 

 
UP mode = mode  
UPversion =version 
Delivery of erroneous  SDUs=value 
Interface=interface 
Initdirerection=initdirection 
Bitrate = bitrate 
 
If indication on Protocol Negotiation 

Result requested: 
NotificationRequested (Event ID = x, 

"Prot Negotiation Result") 
 
If indication on Rate Change 

requested: 
NotificationRequested (Event ID = x, 

"RateChange") 
 

If data call: 
 
PLMN bearer capbility = 
PLMN capability 
GSM channel coding=coding 

 

If the “Modify Bearer Characteristics” procedure contains a codec that is not currently in use at the Termination when it 
receives this procedure, and if the framing protocol is used in support mode, the MGW shall be prepared to handle a 
framing protocol initialisation.  If the “Modify Bearer Characteristics” contains no codec or the codec that is already in 
use at the Termination when it receives this procedure or if the codec modes have the same SDU requirements as the 
exisiting codec (see [x]), the MGW shalldoes not need to be prepared to handle a framing protocol initialisation.   

 

 

14.2.40 Reserve Bearer Characteristics 

This procedure is the same as that defined in the subclause "Reserve Char" in ITU-T Recommendation Q.1950 (see 
3GPP TS 29.205 [7]) with additions as shown below. 

 

Address Information Control information Bearer information 
 If framing protocol used: 

 
UP mode = mode  
UPversion =version 
Delivery of erroneous  SDUs=value 
Interface=interface 
Initdirerection=initdirection 
 
 
 

 

 

If the “Reserve Bearer Characteristics” procedure contains a codec that is not currently in use at the Termination when 
it receives this procedure, and if the framing protocol is used in support mode, the MGW shall be prepared to handle a 
framing protocol initialisation.  If the “Reserve Bearer Characteristics” contains no codec or the codec that is already in 
use at the Termination when it receives this procedure or if the codec modes have the same SDU requirements as the 
exisiting codec (see [x]), the MGW shalldoes not need to be prepared to handle a framing protocol initialisation.   
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14.2.41 Confirm Bearer Characteristics 

This procedure is the same as that defined in the subclause "Confirm Char" in ITU-T Recommendation Q.1950 (see 
3GPP TS 29.205 [7]) with additions as shown below. 

 

Address Information Control information Bearer information 
 If framing protocol used: 

 
UP mode = mode  
UPversion =version 
Delivery of erroneous  SDUs=value 
Interface=interface 
Initdirerection=initdirection 
 
 
 

 

 

If the “Confirm Bearer Characteristics” procedure contains a codec that is not currently in use at the Termination when 
it receives this procedure, and if the framing protocol is used in support mode, the MGW shall be prepared to handle a 
framing protocol initialisation.  If the “Confirm Bearer Characteristics” contains no codec or the codec that is already in 
use at the Termination when it receives this procedure or if the codec modes have the same SDU requirements as the 
exisiting codec (see [x]), the MGW does shall not need to be prepared to handle a framing protocol initialisation. 
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14.2.36 Modify Bearer Characteristics 

This procedure is the same as that defined in the subclause "Modify Char" in ITU-T Recommendation Q.1950 (see 
3GPP TS 29.205 [7]) with additions as shown below. 

 

Address Information Control information Bearer information 
 If framing protocol used: 

 
UP mode = mode  
UPversion =version 
Delivery of erroneous  SDUs=value 
Interface=interface 
Initdirerection=initdirection 
Bitrate = bitrate 
 
If indication on Protocol Negotiation 

Result requested: 
NotificationRequested (Event ID = x, 

"Prot Negotiation Result") 
 
If indication on Rate Change 

requested: 
NotificationRequested (Event ID = x, 

"RateChange") 
 

If data call: 
 
PLMN bearer capbility = 
PLMN capability 
GSM channel coding=coding 

 

If the “Modify Bearer Characteristics” procedure contains a codec that is not currently in use at the Termination when it 
receives this procedure, and if the framing protocol is used in support mode, the MGW shall be prepared to handle a 
framing protocol initialisation.  If the “Modify Bearer Characteristics” contains no codec or the codec that is already in 
use at the Termination when it receives this procedure or if the codec modes have the same SDU requirements as the 
exisiting codec (see [x]), the MGW shalldoes not need to be prepared to handle a framing protocol initialisation.   
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14.2.40 Reserve Bearer Characteristics 

This procedure is the same as that defined in the subclause "Reserve Char" in ITU-T Recommendation Q.1950 (see 
3GPP TS 29.205 [7]) with additions as shown below. 

 

Address Information Control information Bearer information 
 If framing protocol used: 

 
UP mode = mode  
UPversion =version 
Delivery of erroneous  SDUs=value 
Interface=interface 
Initdirerection=initdirection 
 
 
 

 

 

If the “Reserve Bearer Characteristics” procedure contains a codec that is not currently in use at the Termination when 
it receives this procedure, and if the framing protocol is used in support mode, the MGW shall be prepared to handle a 
framing protocol initialisation.  If the “Reserve Bearer Characteristics” contains no codec or the codec that is already in 
use at the Termination when it receives this procedure or if the codec modes have the same SDU requirements as the 
exisiting codec (see [x]), the MGW shalldoes not need to be prepared to handle a framing protocol initialisation.   

 

14.2.41 Confirm Bearer Characteristics 

This procedure is the same as that defined in the subclause "Confirm Char" in ITU-T Recommendation Q.1950 (see 
3GPP TS 29.205 [7]) with additions as shown below. 

 

Address Information Control information Bearer information 
 If framing protocol used: 

 
UP mode = mode  
UPversion =version 
Delivery of erroneous  SDUs=value 
Interface=interface 
Initdirerection=initdirection 
 
 
 

 

 

If the “Confirm Bearer Characteristics” procedure contains a codec that is not currently in use at the Termination when 
it receives this procedure, and if the framing protocol is used in support mode, the MGW shall be prepared to handle a 
framing protocol initialisation.  If the “Confirm Bearer Characteristics” contains no codec or the codec that is already in 
use at the Termination when it receives this procedure or if the codec modes have the same SDU requirements as the 
exisiting codec (see [x]), the MGW does shall not need to be prepared to handle a framing protocol initialisation. 
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